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Welcome to the Halloween Edition of Books
and Banter!
The Newsletter content will cover:
Vegas. You've seen the ads. Beautiful people
running amuck, hoping they don't wind up on
the internet as they drink in night life on the
Vegas Strip. What better place to host a four day
adventure like KillerCon? Horror authors,
publishers, artist and a few amazing folks from
the film industry were on hand to celebrate the
genre. KillerCon drew several great talents:
Kelley Armstrong, Edward Lee, Gene O'Neill,
Gord Rollo to name a few. The conference
organizers went to great effort to keep KillerCon
intimate, so newbies like me had the opportunity
to meet and speak casually to these veteran
authors. It was a fantastic experience in a funloving town.



Current and upcoming events



Featured Authors



News and issues from the publishing
industry

If you have any upcoming events or new book
releases to share, send an email to
Cynthia@crrichards.com

The Mutants are coming! Quick! Hide the
pizza and drink the tequila!

Phantom Harvest
By
C.R. Richards
Invading your brain
February 2013
Picture by Casey Moss

Whiskey Creek Press

Stephen King is quoted as saying, "Who is the scariest
guy in America? Probably Jack Ketchum." I would
add that Jack Ketchum (Pseudonym) is one of the
nicest guys in America too. The former actor and
literary agent read from his book The Woman,
thrilling the audience. He was very gracious when
answering questions and kept us laughing with his
memories of acting in some of the horror movies
based on his books.

One of my favorite highlights of the conference
was experiencing legendary author, William F.
Nolan (Logan's Run) read one of his short stories.
With a mastery I can only hope to achieve one
day, he kept the audience entranced until the
shocking end. There was a mass groan when Bill
told us the story was out of print. He also
reminisced about the movie version of his book
Logan's Run. After seeing a clip of the film for the
first time, Bill asked the director "What the hell is
with all the cats?" Further proof that the movie is
always different from the book! There are
discussions about doing a remake of the movie
that will follow the book's original vision.

KillerCon offered unique experiences that you don't
often see in most conferences. How often, for
example, do you get to hear a tape recording of serial
killer, Ted Bundy during a session with Dr. A.L.
Carlisle, clinical psychologist? Dr. Carlisle did the
psychological evaluation on Ted Bundy after he was
captured. He played excerpts from their sessions
during his workshop. Just listening to the voice on the
tape, I would never have guessed it was one of the
most brutal killers in US history. It was interesting to
hear Dr. Carlisle discuss the re-occurring theme in
Bundy's life - humiliation. Dr. Carlisle also spoke
with Bundy's fiancé and gave us the chilling account
of the time Bundy, during a rafting trip, held her head
under water until she couldn't breathe.
Conference organizers also set up activities, so
KillerCon attendees could experience the fun Vegas
has to offer. Zip lining activities, Strip walks and fun
publisher parties with beautiful views of the city.
KillerCon is a definite "must do" in my yearly
conference schedule. See you in September 2013 at
the top of the Stratosphere!
A Special Thanks!

Picture by Casey Moss

Prior to attending the conference, my good friend and
gracious tour guide, Casey Moss, showed me an
aspect of Las Vegas you don't see in the ads. We
visited the Springs Preserve which is a unique and
beautiful mix of interactive science, botanic garden,
hiking trail and animal park. They also have the
Springs Cafe operated by the Culinary Academy of
Las Vegas. Wonderful, restaurant quality food with
an amazing view. Casey also took me for a drive
around Red Rocks just outside of Vegas where she
based some of her book cover art designs. Thanks
again, Casey! You are a good sport and I appreciate
you showing me places for a character to dump a
body in my next book!
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Featured Authors and
New Spooky Releases for Fall

Beth's next appearance:
Thursday, December 6, 2012, 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Beth Groundwater appears at Dies Librorum (reservation
required)
The Book Haven
128 F Street, Salida, CO 81201

Gift basket designer Claire Hanover is reluctantly
enjoying a spring ski vacation with her family in
Breckenridge, Colorado, when a bloodcurdling scream
cuts the frigid air. Claire is appalled to find the sister of
her daughter’s boyfriend dead on the slopes. Others
assume the girl’s death was an accident, but Claire notices
another pair of ski tracks veering dangerously into the
victim’s path. To protect her daughter as incriminating
clues surface, Claire unravels a chilling conspiracy.
Groundwater's second leaves the bunny slope behind,
offering some genuine black-diamond thrills.
-- Kirkus Review, April 1, 2009
To Hell in a Handbasket is available from:

Amazon
Barnes & Noble
Midnight Ink

Beth Groundwater, http://bethgroundwater.com/

DEADLY CURRENTS, 03/11, A REAL BASKET CASE
re-release, 11/11
WICKED EDDIES, 05/12, TO HELL IN A
HANDBASKET re-release, 11/12
FATAL DESCENT, 05/13, BASKETFUL OF
TROUBLE, 11/13
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A Special Halloween Treat!
Cerberus: The Hound from Hell - A Halloween
Radio Play by Robert Scott McKinnon
Click Here to experience the play.
Other stories by Robert Scott McKinnon:
Moose Bruce and the Goose, Bobbs Merrill, New York.
To Yellowstone: A Journey Home, Holt Rinehart and
Winston, New York, (had a 3 year Disney option
contract).
Jesse’s Hound, National Greyhound Association,
Kansas
Down Under Jones, Iowa Greyhound Association, Iowa.
Travels with Jones, Iowa Greyhound Association, Iowa.
From Cairo to Iowa, on the trail of the racing
greyhound, Iowa Greyhound Association, Iowa
The Tooth Fairy Came to Gopher Gulch, musical
comedy, produced by University of Great Falls, SeeleySwan Lake High School, Conrad’s Pondera Players.
The Captain’s Dog, the Lewis and Clark Expedition
from a dog’s point of view. Part 1.
The Captain’s Dog, the Lewis and Clark Expedition
from a dog’s point of view. Part 2.
The Captain’s Dog, the Lewis and Clark Expedition
from a dog’s point of view. Part 3.
Vintage Maddog, a collection of off-the-wall satires on
dogs and dog trainers from the old days, an eBook
presentation, Aardwolfe Books.
Some 250 short stories/articles, mostly on dogs with the
nom de plume of Maddog McDermutt and 50 fish
stories from the tropical fish hobby with the nom de
plume of Wade Rivers.

The easiest path usually leads straight into a minefield.
Eddie, a young, pretty single mom, is trying to do the right
thing by her three-year-old daughter. She really is. With no
education, no job, and a string of loser boyfriends behind
her, she faces hard decisions every day. Gas for the car, or
food for Joy? She's already been forced to move back into
her mother's decrepit old trailer in Shady Acres Trailer
Court in rural Arkansas.
Should she get a normal job working long hours for
minimum wage, or should she put on her stiletto heels,
bikini bra and micro-skirt and go back to exotic dancing so
she can bring home fistfuls of cash for a few hours' work?
When she catches her daughter playing with handfuls of
baby copperhead snakes behind the trailer, the choice gets
a lot easier: get out of there by the quickest means
possible.
But at what cost? And is that strange man the devil or her
knight in shining armor?
Find out more about Travis: www.travisheermann.com
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In life and the afterlife, on the Double D Ranch one
belief holds true—the power of love changes lives.
With cowboys, ghosts, modern day women, hot
dreams, pre-wedding relations and a bit of sexy time
travel, life promises to be one wild time on the ranch
again.
Rachel Star has met the man of her dreams … literally.
Too bad he’s a ghost. When true love crosses
boundaries from dreams to reality and across time, the
Double D ranch is the place it happens. It takes the love
of a man from the past, Dalton Dougan, to bring love
full circle in the present for Rachel.
Bristol Ashcombe, soon to be Dougan, is ready to have
her baby … and so is a poltergeist. Can the love of a
woman for her man and child sustain her during the
most horrible of terrors? Can the love between family
and friends really dispel the evil haunting them?
Wild West Hauntings—Double D Ranch Tales (Book
2), a contemporary, paranormal, erotic romance story
set in Nevada.

An eccentric and eclectic writer, C.R. Moss pens stories
for the mainstream and erotic romance markets, giving
readers Worlds of Possibilities. So what does she write?
She writes stories from the light and sweet to the dark and
deadly with varying degrees of sexual heat. Writing as
C.R. Moss gives her and her muses the freedom to explore
worlds of possibilities when it comes to love. She also has
a passion for penning dark fiction. Writing under the name
Casey Moss, she delves into the darker aspects of life,
sometimes basing the stories on reality, sometimes on
myth. No matter the path, her stories will take you on a
journey from the light-hearted paranormal to dark things
unspeakable. What waits around the corner? Come
explore…
Find her at www.crmoss.net and
http://caseymossbooks.com/

Available at www.evernightpublishing.com October
26, 2012
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finds diamonds to the left of her, diamonds to the right, and
skullduggery aplenty. Armed with her noodle and a WW I
German Mauser, Percy is determined to solve these crimes or
it just might be the 'kiss off' for Christmas.

In 1942, no one heard of a female PI, not even in New York
City. But meet Persephone (Percy) Cole, newly inaugurated
private investigator, with a penchant for Marlene Dietrich
suits, pistachio nuts and fedora hats.
Halloween finds her backstage during the previews of the
latest Broadway production of Shakespeare’s Macbeth where
there’s double, double, toil and trouble. When an actor falls
from the overhead catwalk and breaks his neck, Percy is hired
to save the show. But casting a spell over the grand old Royal
Theatre are more people with secrets than you can shake a
witch’s broom at. Putting aside deadly daggers, threatening
letters, and falling set pieces, the cast of characters include a
company of devious actors, a double-dealing producer, a
duplicitous director, a deceitful star, and dead bodies aplenty,
enough to fill a witch’s cauldron.
Armed with her noodle and a WWI German Mauser pistol,
this working mother is not sure which is worse, being foisted
into acting the role of Witch Number Two, her son’s jack-o’lantern being snitched, or someone trying to kill her. It has
not been a good day.

After studying drama at the University of Miami in Miami,
Florida, Heather went to Manhattan to pursue a career. There
she wrote short stories, novels, comedy acts, television
treatments, ad copy, commercials, and two one-act plays,
which were produced at Playwrights Horizon and wellreceived. Once she even ghostwrote a book on how to run an
employment agency. She was unemployed at the time.
One of her first paying jobs was writing a love story for a
book published by Bantam called Moments of Love. She had
a deadline of one week but promptly came down with the flu.
Heather wrote "The Sands of Time" with a raging
temperature, and delivered some pretty hot stuff because of it.
Her stint at New York City’s No Soap Radio - where she
wrote comedic ad copy – help develop her long-time love
affair with comedy.
Her first novel of the Alvarez Family Murder Mysteries,
Murder is a Family Business, is winner of the Single Titles
Reviewers’ Choice Award 2011, and the second, A Wedding
to Die For, received the 2012 finalist nods from both Global
and EPIC’s Best eBook Mystery of the Year. The third of the
series, Death Runs in the Family, recently debuted and has
already received rave reviews. All three books are published
out of a Canadian publishing house, MuseItUp.
Heather’s most recent endeavor is a 1940s holiday mystery
series starring a five-foot eleven, full-figured gal named
Persephone Cole. ‘Percy’ Cole has the same hard-boiled,
take-no-prisoners attitude as Sam Spade, Lew Archer, and
Phillip Marlow, but tops it off with a wicked sense of humor.
The first of the series, Persephone Cole and the Halloween
Curse, takes place on New York City’s Broadway stage
during World War II, three thousand miles and sixty-odd
years away from the California Alvarez Family Murder
Mystery series.

In late December, 1942, Persephone (Percy) Cole, one of
Manhattan's first female PIs, has been hired to find out who
killed a Santa Land elf and left the body in the storefront
window of a swank 5th Avenue jewelry store. Was it the
spoiled heiress whose big buck handbag was found on the
scene? Or was it the rat who broke out of the big house to
settle a score? Shortly after, the corpse of the Christmas
Angel is discovered stuffed in Mrs. Santa's workshop. Will
Santa Claus be next? With a penchant for Marlene Dietrich
suits, pistachio nuts and fedora hats, this working mother

Heather@HeatherHavenStories.com
http://www.heatherhavenstories.com/
Heather's blog at: http://tinyurl.com/4nensnp
http://www.facebook.com
Twitter@HeatherHaven
Twitter@PILeeAlvarez

http://bookswelove.net/haven.php
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When Maralee Lowder and her husband moved to
Dunsmuir, CA, their main goal was to own and manage a
small business while enjoying the beauty of the
surrounding mountains. The thought of writing a horror
novel was the farthest thing from her mind. That was all
before she began hearing stories of the small city’s
haunted old mortuary.

“I have spent the night in supposedly some of the most
haunted buildings in America. I have met people who
could fairly be described as evil incarnate. I have been
to the Old Mortuary in Dunsmuir. It is gorgeous but I
wouldn’t spend a single night there.” Kathleen
McKenna, author of horror novels ‘The Wedding Gift’
and ‘Family Matters’.
Five miles from the new age Mt. Shasta City, the
sleepy Northern California town of Dunsmuir plays
host to a nightmarish house – the Old Mortuary –
where the mortician’s wife spent four decades alone,
and some say insane, sleeping in an alcove off one
bedroom where she believed the evil spirits of the
house could not get to her, harboring terrible secrets.
With the steady flow of dead bodies through the
basement and the murderous events upstairs, this is the
story of how the Old Mortuary of Dunsmuir became
one of the most haunted houses in America as a result
of the personality and misdeeds of one man, Horace
Carpenter, whose eternal soul most certainly does not
rest in peace, as many will attest, and probably never
will.

Intrigued by what she heard, she couldn’t resist asking for
a personal tour of the building. The gentleman who
owned it at the time, Brice Louden, generously took her
through his home, from the basement to the top floor.
The basement still held all of the chemicals and
paraphernalia needed for funeral preparations – it
appeared that nothing had been changed from the day of
the last embalming.

The first floor of the building still contained the old pump
organ that had played the music for those funerals so long
ago. Continuing onto the second and third floors that had
been used as the living quarters of the mortician and his
family, there were still brass beds, claw foot Victorian
tubs and antique kitchen appliances, . The closets were
still filled with the clothing of the last mortician’s wife.
And yes, Mr. Louden did attest to the haunting of the old
rooms.
It was from this experience that the seed of The
Mortician’s Wife grew.
Ms. Lowder is the author of seven romance novels, two
of them with horror elements. She is currently working
on a sequel to The Mortician’s Wife, which is scheduled
to be published in October, 2013.
maraleelowder.com
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“Portrait of an Artist as a Dark Fiction Suspense
Writer”
By Pamela Turner

The story written, I exchanged it with another writer as
part of a critique swap. This way, I figured, someone
could be honest and tell me it sucked, and I could shove
the story back in the drawer.

When I was in Kindergarten, I presented a picture of a
kangaroo to my parents. Boy, were they upset.
Apparently, drawing on the end papers of a library
book was a bad idea.

To my surprise, my CP liked it. After making the changes
she suggested, I sent it to MuseItUp Publishing. They
accepted it and it’s scheduled to be released November
2012.

More than anything, I wanted to be an artist. While
I’ve exhibited artwork in a few group showings, I am,
at heart, a writer. But I’ve never lost my love for
drawing and painting. So when I saw a photograph of
a young woman whose face was concealed by an
umbrella, I knew I wanted my story to be about an
artist as well as a nod to one of my favorite
Surrealists, Ren Magritte.
Let me backtrack a bit. Years ago, I participated in
writing challenges on the now defunct Texty Ladies
website. The objective was to write a flash fiction
piece based on a photograph and post it in the
comments. For some reason, mine almost always
ended up having a macabre twist. Okay, I’ll admit, I
grew up reading Stephen King, Ray Bradbury,
Algernon Blackwood, H.P. Lovecraft, Robert Arthur,
and August Derleth. Not to mention watching Thriller,
Twilight Zone, Night Gallery, Alfred Hitchcock
Presents, and One Step Beyond. But those authors and
TV shows had no influence on my love of dark fiction
suspense.
Nope. None at all. (Whistles innocently.)
But I digress. Anyway, I wrote a silly little story about
an artist who discovers his model is a vampire. It ran
one page and I figured that would be it.
So whatever inspired me to expand it? I’m going to
plead selective amnesia. I kept the characters of the
artist and model, now called Rick and Elizabeth,
respectively. And while the model in “The Woman
Who Liked Magritte” had a face, I decided Elizabeth
would not, due to a family curse. The title became
“Family Tradition” and I dropped the Magritte
reference, after realizing it wouldn’t work in this
revised version. The two stories, while starting out
with the same premise, diverged into completely
different tales.

"Harvest of Souls" Original work by Pamela Turner

Family Tradition
Artist Rick Stanton needs a commission. He faces eviction
from his apartment and his latest project is on hiatus.
Worse, his muse refuses to cooperate. A recent letter may
contain the inspiration he needs. Inside is the photograph
of a mysterious woman, her face hidden by an umbrella.
But there’s no identification, no way for him to contact
her. A month later, another envelope arrives, this time
with a phone number. Realizing this may be his last
chance, Rick calls her. The woman introduces herself as
Elizabeth and tells him she wants him to paint her portrait.
Rick agrees, only to learn there are conditions. Elizabeth
is a recluse who lives with her two servants in a Victorian
manor. She never allows her face to be seen. Not only
must he stay at Elizabeth’s residence while painting her,
he can’t leave, nor can he ever tell anyone about the
portrait.
(Continued on Next Page)
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Sensing something isn’t right, Rick is even more disturbed
by the sinister undercurrent beneath the household’s
genteel façade. It’s somehow connected to the family
portraits hanging in Elizabeth’s living room. Could they be
haunted? And why doesn’t Elizabeth’s housekeeper want
Rick to finish the painting?
Purchase Information: This item is scheduled to be released
on November 16, 2012. For more information.

Pamela Turner drinks too much coffee and wishes she
could write perfect first drafts. Since middle school, she’s
written reviews, articles, poetry, screenplays, plays, and
short fiction. Her 10-minute play, “Brides of Deceit,” was
part of a local performance. Her short screenplay,
“Cemetery,” placed second in The Writers Place
short/teleplay screenplay competition. Publications include
“A Girl Like Alice” (Taproot Literary Review), Death
Sword (Lyrical Press), “It’s in Your Blood” (Bites – Ten
Tales of Vampires), “Family Heirloom” (Scared – Ten
Tales of Horror) and “The May Lady Vanishes” (Beltane –
Ten Tales of Witchcraft). She’s a member of RWA, Sisters
in Crime, EPIC, and a supporting member of HWA.
Besides coffee, she likes cats, cemeteries, and old
abandoned buildings. You can find her at
http://pamelaturner.net
Author’s Note: While I wanted to include the picture that
inspired “Family Tradition”, I was not able to verify 100%
if it was in the public domain. I have every reason to
believe it is, but without any exact verification, I would
rather not risk copyright violations. (Even if the picture was
in the public domain then, the situation may be different
now.) I apologize for any inconvenience. Unfortunately, I
do not yet have a cover.

With a storm brewing in the Big Horns, can the rugged rancher
and the sheepherder’s granddaughter survive the wrath of deadly
invaders and rekindle lost love?
Niki Garat tolerates her job and the city, but she lives for her
summer vacation with her grandfather at his sheep camp in the
stunning Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming—until this year.
When the U.S. comes under attack, including an aggressive
attempt by foreign invaders to locate nuclear missiles hidden
throughout remote western lands, the serenity of her mountain
refuge is shattered. As area ranches are commandeered,
neighbors and friends, including Deuce, her childhood
infatuation, band together. Throughout their struggle to stay
alive, Niki begins to understand what came between her and
Deuce, but before past mistakes can be corrected they must
endure a terrifying manhunt and a desperate fight for survival.
Big Horn Storm is a contemporary western romantic adventure
set in rugged mountain country. The story combines a too-closeto-home military crisis, harrowing horseback escapes and an
attempt to reconcile the past in an action-packed thriller. It’s
available in trade paperback or eBook through AMAZON and
the publisher at http://PrismBookGroup.com, and in eBook
format through your favorite eBook retailer.
Kim McMahill and her husband have had the opportunity to
work and live in Grand Teton, Hawaii Volcanoes, Guadalupe
Mountains, Carlsbad Caverns, and Wind Cave national parks,
and on the Natchez Trace Parkway in Mississippi through their
careers with the National Park Service. Residing amid some of
America’s most stunning landscapes and extensive travels to
remote parts of the world have provided inspiration for many of
her stories and articles. Kim’s latest adventure story, Big Horn
Storm, is her sixth novel. She has also published over eighty
travel and geographic articles, and contributed to a travel
anthology and a cookbook. She earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in Geography from the University of Wyoming and
currently resides along the unpredictable banks of the Missouri
River. For more on Kim, check out her website at
http://kimmcmahill.com or follow her blog at
http://kimmcmahill.blogspot.com.
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Ann Herrick is the award-winning author of several books
and short stories for kids and teens. Included in the
awards her books have won are the ALA Recommended
Book for Reluctant Readers, IRA/CBC Children’s Choice
and EPIC Best YA Novel Finalist.

An "Ugly Betty" and a Popular Beauty wind up
trading faces—and lives—and the situation is not
what either one expected!
When 15-year-old Darcy Doane wakes up as Cybil
Sheffield, she is thrilled. Cybil is everything Darcy
has ever wanted to be. Pretty. Popular. Only… all the
attention isn’t exactly what Darcy expected.
Especially when her own brother, Joey, is crushing
on her. Gross.
Cybil is shocked when she looks in the mirror and
sees a face she totally doesn’t recognize. She thought
not always being the center of attention might be a
good thing, but being invisible is hardly bearable.
Even her boyfriend, Devon , looks right through her!
How can she survive when the only people (except a
family of strangers) who even know she's alive are
three dipsticks she can't remember ever seeing
before?

Ann grew up in Connecticut, where she graduated from
The Morgan School and Quinnipiac University. She now
lives in Oregon with her husband, who was her highschool sweetheart. Their wonderful daughter is grown,
married and gainfully employed, and has given Ann her
only grand-dog, Puff, a bloodhound-rottweiller-beagle
mix and six grand-kitties. While she misses the East
Coast, especially houses built before 1900, she enjoys the
green valleys, fresh air and low humidity in the
Willamette Valley of Oregon. Ann loves cats, walking,
the Oregon Ducks and working in her back yard. In
addition to stories and books for children and young
adults, Ann also writes copy for humorous and
conventional greeting cards. She loves to hear from her
readers and can be contacted through her web site:
http://annherrickauthor.com

With the school play and an A-List party coming up,
Darcy and Cybil have a lot to work out. There’s a
learning curve for both of them, especially after they
are caught fighting at school and forced by the
principal to help her at a Return-to-Work project for
displaced women.
Trouble is, how do they get their own lives back?
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